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Introduction

John Moore and Karen Sayer

Given the current state of social and ecological decomposition and the increasing dominance of technological society, there can be little doubt that science fiction – at its best – represents an invaluable tool for analysing the current malaise and envisioning alternatives to it. And given this privileged status of science fiction, the criticism of sf acquires a new and urgent impetus. If science fiction pushes back the boundaries of the known and the possible and opens up avenues for future exploration, then sf criticism needs to keep pace by exploring the critical frontiers made available by this most vital of contemporary discursive formations. The current collection aims to participate in and forward this project of critical discovery, a project which plays an important part not merely in understanding science fiction’s sociocultural functions, but also its role in promoting social critique and human renewal.

The volume is divided into two parts. The first focuses on the theoretical concerns which shape contemporary science fiction studies. The second examines a varied range of texts which act as case studies in the analysis of sf narratives. From different perspectives, all four essays in the first part take Darko Suvin’s landmark 1972 essay ‘On the Poetics of the Science Fiction Genre’ as the starting point of their theoretical considerations. In the opening essay, Suvin himself provides a historically significant revision of the critical concepts introduced in the 1972 essay. In light of developments in global capitalist society in the last quarter of the twentieth century, Suvin revises his earlier optimism regarding the innovatory formal elements which he identified as characteristic operations of the science fiction genre. The other essays in this section similarly seek to engage with Suvin’s groundbreaking work in sf studies. Patrick Parrinder, drawing on Suvin’s ideas on science fiction poetics, explores and appraises the various paradigms which are used to interpret sf texts. Gregory Paschalidis, exploring the dialogic interface between science fiction and utopian writing, assumes a more sceptical stance towards Suvin’s modernist faith in the redemptive capacities of newness. Tom Moylan, finally, assesses the relationship between science fiction and social agency in the 1990s in the light of Suvin’s focus on the socially progressive procedures of sf texts.
The texts considered in the volume's second part are varied, but certain linkages and key themes are apparent. Several essays explore the hybrid nature of the science fiction genre and its concern with issues of hybridity. Carlos Seligo's essay on the discourses of botany and Mary Shelley's *Frankenstein* reminds us that the text often seen as foundational to the genre is situated squarely in these terms of reference. Not merely an essay of interest to students of the literary past, Seligo's paper raises issues pertinent to contemporary debates around genetic engineering, but also wider cultural concerns with hybridity and pastiche. These concerns are also raised in one form or another in the succeeding essays which deal with aspects of postmodernity. Jeffrey A. Tucker considers the significance of racial and sexual narratives in perhaps the defining epic of postmodern sf, Samuel Delany's *Dhalgren*. Gloria Pastorino, exploring the interfaces between sf fiction and film, discusses the convergences between the hybridisation of science fiction narratives and postmodern concerns with pastiche, focusing on *Naked Lunch* and *Blade Runner* and the fictional narratives by Burroughs and Dick from which the films derive. The connections between American preoccupations with the frontier and the development of US cyberculture in fictional and non-fictional texts remain the focus of Salvatore Proietti's essay, with a blurring of fictional and non-fictional discursive orders forming a focus for hybridisation.

Another key theme in the second part remains women's appropriation of science fiction in order to launch social critique and/or envision alternatives. Susan Tebbutt examines the anti-nuclear sf narratives of the German writer Gudrun Pausewang in order to explore how science fiction can be deployed as a means of addressing social issues to a readership of children. Raffaella Baccolini, through an analysis of C. L. Moore's early female cyborg narrative 'No Woman Born', indicates how a woman sf writer made use of the cyborg figure to explore women's issues long before the second-wave of feminism made possible the centrality of this figure in contemporary women's science fiction. Joan Haran reassesses the sf work of a writer – Marge Piercy – who remains crucial in the latter field. Haran compares and contrasts Piercy's changing views on and representations of reproduction in her science fiction texts, as well as examining her use of the cyborg figure. Finally, through a comparative study of texts by Sheri Tepper and Orson Scott Card, Lorna Jowett indicates how even though science fiction forms a forum for posing alternatives to patriarchy, these alternatives remain distinctly gendered.

Science fiction studies remains a field of vivid debate. The frontiers opened by science fiction and in turn by science fiction criticism are
continually expanding. The objective of this volume is to prompt further expansion and encourage further exploration. The science fictional capacity to deliver social critique and envision alternatives remains of inestimable value.